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Abstract

Electronic bilingual lexicons are crucial for machine translation, cross-lingual information retrieval and speech recognition. For low-density languages, however, the availability of electronic bilingual lexicons is questionable. One solution is to acquire electronic lexicons from printed bilingual dictionaries. While manual data entry is a possibility, automatic acquisition of lexicons from scanned images of bilingual dictionaries would expedite the prototyping process of cross-language systems. Printed dictionaries have a logical model that defines the syntax of the dictionary entries – i.e. order of the dictionary entry, its part of speech, its pronunciation and its definition. In this article we propose an algorithm to automatically extract bilingual dictionary entries based on stochastic language models. We demonstrate this algorithm on a printed Chinese-English dictionary. This work can be easily used for extracting information from other tabular structures like telephone books, catalogs, etc.

1 Introduction

Document image analysis (DIA) is the process of converting a document page image into a symbolic file. An important component of the any DIA system is the analysis of the logical structure of document page images. Document logical structure specifies logical labels and the logical relation among document components. For instance, in a scientific journal paper, title and author are logical labels and title is followed by author. Document logical structure analysis is a process of assigning logical labels and relations to the physically segmented regions. While numerous algorithms have been proposed for analyzing a document’s physical structure, there is relatively less published work on document logical structure analysis.

Bilingual lexicon is an indispensable tool in natural language understanding, machine translation, cross-language information retrieval and speech recognition. In this paper, we describe an algorithm for parsing the logical structure of printed bilingual dictionaries using a stochastic language model. We discuss relevant literature in Section 2. In Section 3 we present a stochastic language model for representing the logical structure of a printed Chinese-English dictionary. In Section 4, we describe a protocol for training and evaluating our algorithm and in Section 5 we discuss the experimental results.

2 Survey

Language models have been used for efficiently modeling the syntactic knowledge in the given data in many applications besides linguistics. Formal languages represented by the grammatical rules have been used in pattern recognition [5]. In the computer vision area, language models such as context-free grammars have been used for recognizing visual activities [7]. N-grams and Hidden Markov Model (HMM) are very popular language models used in speech recognition [17]. Language models such as finite state automata have been used for document image decoding [11].

Document layout structure consists of document physical layout analysis and logical layout analysis. Document physical analysis method can be categorized into top-down approaches [13, 2], bottom-up approaches [14, 8] and hybrid approaches [16]. A survey of page segmentation algorithms can be found in [15]. Mao and Kanungo [12] evaluated three research physical segmentation algorithms and two commercial products. Rule-based system have been used for automatically labeling the document images [10]. The linguistic properties of document layout have been studied in [6, 19]. Conway [3] performed document layout recognition based on a set of page grammars. Krishnamoorthy et. al. used a set of block grammars for syntactic segmentation and labeling of document pages.

Efficient parsing algorithms have been proposed for generating syntactic structures based on grammatical rules.
Earley algorithm [1] is a top-down dynamic programming approach. Cocke-Younger-Kasami (CYK) algorithm [1] is a bottom-up dynamic programming approach. While deterministic language models can be useful, they are not useful when the input has sentences with grammatical errors. Stochastic parsing techniques can remove this difficulty by selecting a parsing tree with the highest probability. Stolcke [18] augmented Earley parser by a set of probability and efficiently find the optimal parsing result.

3 Document Model

We use a generative document model for modeling dictionary pages as shown in Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b). This model contains a physical layout model, a logical structure model, a text generation model, a border noise model and a local noise model. In this paper, we focus on the logical structure recognition and the detailed description of the physical structure model and recognition algorithm can be found in [9]. Figure 1(c) shows a sample segmentation result of a dictionary page.

3.1 Document Logical Model

In the Chinese-English dictionary, there are four categories of objects: Pinyin (Chinese pronunciation), Chinese word, part of speech and the English definition. Within each lexicon item, the objects of different types are logically structured. We use context-free grammar (CFG) to model this logical structure of Chinese-English dictionary lexicon items. Let $G = (V_N, V_T, P, S)$ denote a context-free grammar and $V_N = \{ S, P, C, T, U, G, D \}$ be a set of all nonterminal symbols, where $P$ is a Pinyin phrase, $C$ is a Chinese phrase, $T$ is a translation phrase, $U$ is a translation unit phrase, $G$ is a part of speech phrase and $D$ is a definition phrase. $V_T = \{ a, b, c, d \}$ is a set of all terminal symbols, where $a$ is Pinyin, $b$ is Chinese, $c$ is part of speech and $d$ is English definition. Finally, let $P_a$ be the finite set of stochastic production rules and $S$ be the nonterminal start symbol. For the Chinese-English dictionary, we formally define the possible production set $P$ as follows:

- $S \rightarrow P \ C \ T \ T \ [1.0]$
- $T \rightarrow U \ T \ [1 - \gamma]$
- $P \rightarrow a \ [\alpha]$
- $U \rightarrow G \ D \ [1.0]$
- $P \rightarrow a \ P \ [1 - \alpha]$
- $G \rightarrow c \ [\tau]$
- $C \rightarrow b \ [\beta]$
- $G \rightarrow c \ G \ [1 - \tau]$
- $C \rightarrow b \ C \ [1 - \beta]$
- $D \rightarrow d \ [\delta]$
- $T \rightarrow U \ [\gamma]$
- $D \rightarrow D \ [1 - \delta]$

where the numbers in the squared bracket are rule probabilities. The word split error from physical segmentation can be handled by the rules $P \rightarrow a \ P$, $C \rightarrow b \ C$, $G \rightarrow c \ G$ and $D \rightarrow D$. However, if two or more words from different categories are merged during physical segmentation procedure, the parser will generate erroneous results. Hence, it is important to train the physical model parameters to avoid merge error as much as possible. On the other hand, if split error becomes sever, the length of string of physically segmented words in lexicon item becomes longer and the parsing of it becomes slower.

We augment each production rule with a probability. The parsing result with the highest probability is retained and all other parsing results are discarded. In this paper, we use the Stolcke-Earley parser [18] to generate the most probable parsing result based on stochastic context-free grammars. The terminal symbol sequences are the inputs to the parser.

3.2 Modeling the Uncertainty in the Input Symbols

In our problem the terminal symbols are also probabilistic. That is, for each word-token we have probabilities that the token can be one of the four categories, namely, Pinyin, or a Chinese word, or a part of speech, or part of a definition. These probabilities are derived from the distribution of the height feature that is extracted from the word bounding box generated by the physical segmentation stage. Thus the input has a distribution on the four categories. Let $x$ be a random variable corresponding to the feature extracted from the input and let $C$ be a random variable whose value can be one of the four categories.

By studying the physical segmentation results as shown in Figure 1, we modeled the height feature distribution of Pinyin, Chinese and part of speech using Gaussian distributions. However, since English words can have ascender, descender or none of them, the height distribution has three peaks. Mixture density can be used to model this kind of distribution. In our case, we used the height histogram distribution obtained from a training dataset as the empirical probability density function. For a given $x$,

$$P(C = i | x) = \frac{f(x|C = i) \cdot P(C = i)}{\sum_j f(x|C = j) \cdot P(C = j)}.$$ 

The prior probability $P(C = i)$ can be easily estimated from the training dataset. Therefore for each input feature $x$, we can compute $P(C = i | x), i = 1, 2, 3, 4$ using above equations.

4 Experimental Protocol

Our dictionary image page test data set contained six scanned pages from a Chinese-English dictionary [4]. Each dictionary page contains about 90 lexicon items. We used one dictionary page with 88 lexicon items for estimating the input feature model parameters and stochastic context-free grammar production rule probabilities. We then evaluated our algorithm with the estimated model parameters on the
remaining five dictionary pages. Different OCR engines are selectively applied to the subimages corresponding to logical components parsed by the stochastic parser. The script of the text was automatically classified by the algorithm. Finally, the logical structure of the file was generated.

The platform used for the implementation, algorithm training and testing was a Dell PC with a 355 MHz Pentium II CPU and 128 MB main memory running Linux 7.0 operating system.

5 Experimental Results and Discussions

We report four performance indices of our algorithm: parsing accuracy, parsing failure rate, parsing error rate and parsing miss rate. We report these numbers on individual pages of the dictionary pages and then report the average over all five test dictionary pages as shown in Table 1.

Parsing accuracy is defined as the ratio of number of correctly parsed lexicon items and the total number of lexicon items. Parsing failure rate is defined as the ratio of number of lexicon items that can not be parsed and the total number of lexicon items. Parsing error rate is defined as the ratio of number of lexicon items that are incorrectly parsed and the total number of lexicon items. Parsing miss rate is defined as the ratio of number of lexicon items that are not parsed and the total number of lexicon items.

Most failed parses are due to inaccurate feature extraction as shown in Figure 2(a) where the height of part of speech is too large; most incorrect parses are due to the fact that words of different category within a lexicon item got merged as shown in Figure 2(b). However, missed parses are due to incorrect physical segmentation result on the missed lexicon item as shown in Figure 2(c).

Currently our feature includes token height only. We can see that the parsing result is very good given the simple feature we extract from physically segmented tokens. However, the performance can be further improved if users extract better and more features from the segmented tokens. We plan to evaluate our algorithm on a much larger dataset and extract multi-dimensional features from physically segmented tokens.

Table 1. Performance Indices. The values are in percentage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page No.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>page average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>parsing accuracy</td>
<td>91.11</td>
<td>89.00</td>
<td>96.70</td>
<td>93.10</td>
<td>90.63</td>
<td>92.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parsing failure rate</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>7.29</td>
<td>2.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parsing error rate</td>
<td>6.67</td>
<td>7.14</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>4.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parsing miss rate</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 2. This figure shows an example of failed parsing (a), incorrect parsing (b) and missed parsing (c).